ENGAGEMENT

Sprinklr Social Engagement
Finding it hard to keep up with the volume and complexity of ever-growing online chatter?
Concerned you might be leaving conversations behind? Not sure how to best divide and
conquer the complexity across your teams? Worried you might not always be compliant?
Wishing you could automate a lot of the repetitive, tedious workflows?
Social Engagement is here to put your mind at rest.

Today 3:18pm

we missed another tweet from a major
blogger last night - my guys didn't even
see the tweet or realize who she was!
Today 3:20pm

wow that's not good - don't you have
dedicated folks just to monitor those?
Today 3:24pm

yeah but in the flurry of messages it
went right through.
Today 3:29pm

we partition everything based on profile
lists. anyone say anything about us from
those lists and we know right away, it's
filtered, routed to the reaction teams nothing gets through w/o them seeing it
Today 3:30pm

boy i wish we had that kind of staffing
resources
Today 3:33pm

what staffing? it's all workflowed and
automated with sprinklr - for serious
conversation management you can't get
tighter coverage

Today 3:34pm

wow, guess i should look into it...
Today 3:35pm

yeah or keep ignoring major bloggers
every week :)
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Monitoring live messages in a Twitter conversation queue.

ENGAGEMENT
YOU ASKED, WE ANSWERED
1

How do we manage such overwhelming traffic?

9

Tiered approval means the process passes through multiple
reviewers – possibly in order of importance in the authority
chain. Most platforms only support a simple, single-approver
model. But most large enterprises have more complex
pipelines. Our workflow features are designed around those.

We suggest ‘divide and conquer’. Because an optimal
way to handle this type of volume and complexity at
scale is to partition social traffic into message ‘queues’,
then automatically dispatch the processing work
across dedicated teams.
Add automated rules, macros and compliance workflows
and you can safely handle any growing number of social
conversations.
2

Can you mirror our complex real-life workflows?
You bet. From the simplest message assignments to the
most intricate tiered approval workflow chain, you can
implement the collaborative workflows matching your reallife business needs and compliance requirements.

4

Is there a way to speed up repetitive tasks?
Absolutely. Reduce complexity, automate repetitive tasks
and minimize user error by using sophisticated rules
and custom macros you then apply to either inbound
or outbound messages.

5

10

Can I process a whole bunch of messages at a time?
Yes, you can create custom macros and hotkey assignments
and apply actions to messages in bulk fashion.

How much work is all this engagement?
Sprinklr helps you work smarter, not harder. Our powerful
rules engine and sophisticated workflow management
sidekick minimize labor, reduce complexity and remove
human error to ensure the right message gets in front of the
right eyes at the right place and time – every single time.

3

What’s a tiered approval workflow anyway?

Can I see context when responding to messages?

11

Can I manage communities while engaging?
Yes, you can immediately flag or tag audience member profiles and
messages to track and manage influencers and market segments.
Then Share this data directly to and from your CRM or sales and
marketing automation systems.

12

What does a typical rule look like?
Suppose you wanted to triage for customer service messages
across all social networks. You might create a rule to scan for
specific keywords like ‘help’ or ‘why’ and then automatically
route corresponding messages to your social service team.

13

Cool, but anything a bit more complex?
Okay, how about detecting potential customers via profile
analysis, then automatically pushing them into your CRM,
automatically determining their influencer index and inserting
them in an existing profile list, notifying its owner. Oh, and then
automatically tagging the message, then sending it to your
lead generation team for further action?

Totally. Messages you responded to using Sprinklr are
color-coded and ‘stitched’ together automatically so you
never lose context of the entire conversation and you can
quickly see past history of a post with who responded to it,
when and where.
6

Can I keep track of who responded to what?
You bet. Every engagement action is logged internally into a
detailed audit trail you can examine or export at any time.

7

How can I find a single message in this haystack?
You can quickly find pertinent messages ad-hoc using text
search and filtering capability.

8

Can I classify messages?
Definitely! You can automatically tag messages containing
certain keywords or conversation topics with no human
intervention.
You can tag inbound and outbound messages to match
your business requirements and internal taxonomies. Then
use these tags for reporting against, across social channels
and contextual topics.
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A community manager conversation dashboard tracking
conversations at scale.

